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And this principle is an example of the type of verification which is innovated, and 

its prime objective is to eliminate the narations natated by trustworthy narators 

and not accepting it nor building upon it foundations. And that which points 

towards shaykh Muhammad Imaam –May Allah grant him tawfeeq- that he doesn't 

only apply this principle in the area's of judging (court situations) but he wants to 

implement it in the area's of Jarh Wa Ta'deel. And his statement (1) "and the 

Imams of jarh wa ta'deel were judges over narrators and to those who were callers 

(to the deen)!!" meaning that this is also necessary in jarh wa ta'deel from the point 

of view of them making judgments on narators and from the point of view of making 

judgments of bid'ah upon the callers to the deen, because they are arbitrator's just

as judge's are arbitrators!!.

                  And this speech from shaykh Muhammad Imaam –may Allah rectify him-

certifies us that he's venturing upon the same innovated methodology of verifying 

which was tread by the likes of Abul Hassan Al-misree, ar-oor and other then 

them from the callers to this corrupt methodology.

                  And perhaps he (2) took this foundation from wasaabi (3) –may Allah 

guide him- the one who affirmed this innovation with a clear affirmation, when he 

said in a Friday khutbah (4) the Ayah in surah Hujuraat distorting its meaning (5)   "
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(1): in his Book Ibaanah pg.86.

(2):i.e. Muhammad imaam

(3): Muhammad ibn Abdulwahaab Al-wasaabi

(4): as is found in the tape called 'the obligation of verifying'

(5): Surah Hujuraat verse:6

this does not tire you out nor does it take a great  deal of effort all you say is so-

and-so said, here you are ordered to not accept any statement you have not heard 

yourself from the one who said it, but all it just remains as, is a narration, and your 

not allowed to narrate any action you have not seen for yourself from the one who 

allegedly did the action, but rather it remains just a naration, because it could be 

the case that this naration is distorted, or it could have come past weak narators, 

and like this, our prophet emphasized this situation and clarified it and he said as it 

came in the hadeeth of Mugheerah ibn Shu'bah in saheehayn 'verily Allah hates 

for you 3 things,-hates for you means here prohibited it for you- he said she said!!."

              Shaykh Rabee Ibn Hadee Almadkhaalee –may allah preserve him- said 

"As for Abul Hassan al Misree he doesn’t believe in the narations of the 

trustworthy, nor their religoius verdicts as much as they may be!! Until he sees it 

with his own eyes or hears it with his own ears, and this verification resembles that 

of the Jews when they said to the prophet of Allah Musa-may Allah be pleased 

with him-  

(we shall never believe in you until we see Allah plainly)."( Surah Baqarah verse: 55)

                               and you find Muhummed Imaam and and other then him rejecting the 

narations of shaykh yahya Ibn Ali Al-hajooree –may Allah preserve him- and his 

ruling upon abdurahman Adeni and his group with hizbiyaah and also rejects 

numerous amounts of narations from the best of his (shaykh yahya's) students of 

knowledge who are praisworthy Salafiyeen and whatever they wrote in the 

clarification to this. At the same time they accept the narations and criticisms of 

the hizbiyeen, suspicious and unknown individuals against Ahlus-Sunnah in 

Damaaj without verifying, and they base the situation upon those criticisms and 

evil insults. So where is the verification now? O Shaykh Muhummed –may Allah 

rectify you- . And our Shaykh yahya ibn Ali Al-hajooree the Allaamah said whilst 

he was mentioning some of the different types of restricted allegiance & 

disassociation that is with Muhummed ibn Abdulwahaab al-wasaabi " the articles 

of the uknown and sinners, those who call themselves Barmaky, and what will make 
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know what barmaky is? And the like of them are being distributed in the circles of 

shaykh Muhummed ibn Abdulwahab and his masjid and he encourages upon this 

and distributes it himself and he says 'an increase an increase in this O shaykh 

ubayd' meaning an increase in the likes of these articles, even if it may be from the 

baraamikah and other then them.

As for our articles –All praise is due to Allah- are consolidated by evidences, on 

it is written by so-and so and on it is the name Yahya ibn ali Al-hajooree that he 

approved of this article, but they change the realities that these articles are 

articles which are Fitnah!, is this not Walaa & baraa(allegiance & disassociation)

which is restricted or else what isit ?. the statement which is supported with proofs 

which comes from us is fitnah

(And those who dissbelieve (the strong & wealthy) say to those who believe ( the 

weak & poor) 'had it (Islamic monotheism) been a good thing, they (the weak & 

poor) would not have preceded us therto!', and when they have not let themselves 

be guided by it this (this quran) they say 'this is an ancient lie'). (ahqaaf V.11). 

And the statement which comes from the unknown, those whose ideology and 

methodology is not known, not to mention from that which their articles contain 

from lies, & lewdness and severity and fabrications and other then that from fitnah! 

But after all this with them they're still considered good articles , Glory be to 

Allah this is a manifest lie!".

                It was asked to the Alaamah Ahmed ibn yahya An-najmi ( May Allah 

have mercy upon him)"Q) what do you say about the statement of some of the 

youth'im not accepting the statement of anyone that so-and-so from the people is 

an innovator or a hizbi except until iv'e heard it from him in person'?. So he 

awnsered (raheemahullah) "Allah the most high Says: 

(O you who believe if a Faasiq (liar, evil person) comes to you with any news verify 

it lest you should harm people in ignorance, and afterwards you become regretful 

for what you have done.hujuraat Verse6)  so the requirement of this order is that it 

is obligatory to verify the naration of the faasiq (known to be a sinner) as for the 

naration of those who are known for good and are trustworthy then you accept it, 

so how is it when it is the case that when the informers are a group of people from

best of gatherings and the highest of virtue's & knowledge and are trustworthy ? 

verily its binding to accept it. And he who rejects it then verily he rejects it due to 
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his desires within himself, for this reason he is to be convicted of being a hizbi! For 

this rejection, and he is to be considered from them (hizbiyeen) and to be counted 

from amongst them!.".

                 

And indeed shaykh Rabee' Ibn Hadee al-madkhali 

–May Allah preserve him- counted this path which is dangerous to be from 

'the crimes of Abul Hassan Al-misree upon the principles of Salafiyah' 

In the fourth principle : 

                         When he said " Abul hassen is venturing upon the same path as 

Adnaan Ar-oor and other then him from the people of falsehood in his rejection 

of truth with his claim that he is sticking to the principle of verification, and he (abul 

hassen) says 'im not accepting any speech upon any individual may this speech 

upon him be found in a book or a tape, until I hear it from the one who is being 

spoken about or I read it in his book which he has written' and he rejects the 

religious verdicts of the scholars who are all trustworthy and their rulings which 

stand upon proofs due to this distorted manner, until he hears it from the one 

being accused or reads it in his book!. Then at the same time he accepts the 

speech of those who perhaps are uknown or are sinners or liars, and the truth of 

the matter is that his 'verification' as he claims is nothing more then rejecting the 

truth and not trying to reach it, and it is not rejecting falsehood"

                   And indeed Shaykh Rabee spoke the truth when he said 

This methodology which they call 'verifying'  is a methodology upon lies, it is a 

verification which does not want to reach the reality, but all they want from this is to 

reject the truth, so they reject the truth and do not verify, and they take this and 

use it as a proof but they really don’t verify. This dependence (upon this principle)

which apparently looks like it's from Islam, it is one being utilized to destroy it and is 

a dependence which is satanic." (1)     

(1): found in his book 'radd Shubuhaat al-maa'i'yeen no.7

        


